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Dr. Henry Cloud 
9 Things You Simply Must Do 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story:An older man was sitting in the park reading his newspaper. At some point, a younger man sat at a bench near the older man, and was reading business magazines. The younger man asked the old man for the time. The older man looked at the younger man and promptly ignored the request. The younger man then asked the older man again for the time, again the older man did not respond. Finally, the younger man was confused and asked the older man why when he asked for the time, that the older man ignored him. The older man spoke up and said: When you asked for the time, I looked at you. You are a clean cut young man. You appear to be very intelligent from the magazines you are reading. If I gave you the time, we make start having a conversation. After having a conversation, we may become friends. If we become friends, I may invite you home for dinner. If I invite you to dinner, you may meet my daughter who is about your age. If you meet my daughter, she may like you and the two of you decide to date. If you and my daughter date, you may decide to get marry. I’ll be darn if I will give the time to a man that does not own his own watch.The Point: In any decision, one should play out the possibilities to any decisions and actions.
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Thinking For A Change 
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The Fifth Discipline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risks are not limited to Cyber Security, Cyber Ethics, or Cyber Bullying. Any considerations of implementing a mobile environment can have serious difficulties or failures if system risks are not considered. If the PTA donates 50 laptops to the school, does the school have the necessary technology infrastructure, professional development, curriculum, central management, maintenance and technical support, and other components to ensure a successful implementation? The human body is made up of several systems. Skeletal, circulatory, nervous, muscular, digestive, respiratory systems. When all the systems are functioning well together, all is well. If any of the system are not functioning well, the other systems are impacted, and the person feel ill or not well. Evaluating the security risks and system risks are extremely important to implementing any project or program.
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